Effects of autonomic reflexes on tooth pulp blood flow in man.
In 15 subjects, laser-Doppler flowmetry (LDF) was used to investigate whether the nervous control of pulpal blood flow (PBF) is affected by three tests known to excite the sympathetic nervous system. For comparison, skin blood flow was similarly recorded. Dynamic exercise (bicycle ergometer, 5 min, 90-100 W) in eight subjects was accompanied by a rise in PBF. PBF was increased by the cold pressor test (2 min) in eight subjects, while in five the flow decreased or remained unaffected. The isometric hand grip (2 min, 30% MVC) and the subsequent muscle ischaemia (2 min) led to a rise in PBF in two subjects and a fall in four. Following unilateral anesthesia of the mandibular nerve, PBF in five subjects became unresponsive to dynamic exercise or the cold pressor test, indicating pressure autoregulation. All three tests triggered increases in mean arterial pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR). Skin blood flow usually increased in response to the tests, but could also decrease, and often changed in a direction opposite to that of PBF. It is concluded that the circulation of blood in the human tooth is affected by evoked changes in autonomic nerve activity, involving activation of both vasodilator and vasoconstrictor nerves to vessels serving the tooth.